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Address iGlass 
ID Building, Enterprise Grove 
Mt Helen, VIC 3353 

Country Australia

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Switchable glass for automotive, commercial, residential and interior design. LC is dispersed within a formulated polymer enabling the crystal particles
to be aligned parallel in respect of each other when the flow of electricity occurs. When the flow is stopped the crystals return to their original position,
blocking the flow of light.

Vehicle design trends 
More glazing is now used in vehicle design

Rooflights : as more occupants are travelling in rear space, rooflights are providing comfort to the passenger of rear seats by allowing more light and
visibility. Due to intensity of the sun glare during certain part of the daytime, this can be controlled by iGlass film.

Sidelights and rearlights

Provides security through control of vision and comfort through control of glare

Company Profile of iGlass

A service of glassglobal.com, an affiliate of glassglobal group.
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